
Spring Term 2020 

Class 1– Y1/2         
Life on the Ocean 

Wave 

Maths-Be a mathematician 

We will follow the White Rose scheme of learning for 
Year 1/2.  We aim to develop our fluency, reasoning and 
problem solving skills in the following areas... 
-Place Value 
-Multiplication & Division 
-Fractions 
-Time 
-Length & Height 
-Mass, capacity & temperature. 
And also develop our mental maths skills. 
We will use ICT programs TT Rockstars (Y2) and  
Mathletics to support our learning. 

English– Be a writer 

-Develop speaking and listening skills through story telling. 
Use Talk for Writing: Use of signifier actions and story 
plans to help generate and sequence our ideas. 
Narrative– A wishing tale, A Warning tale. 
Writing an informal letter. 
Non chronological report– Animal fact file/newspaper report. 
Recount-A trip to the Deep. 
Writing instructions. 
Humorous poetry 
Be a reader 
 
-Develop reading skills including fluency and understanding. 
Continue to learn reading and spelling patterns linked to 
Read, Write Inc (Year 1) 

-Develop grammar,punctuation & spelling skills for Y2. 
Develop comprehension skills with year 2 
 
-Look at a variety of simple poems.                                                  
-Learn how to use alphabetical order to help us use a simple 
dictionary.  Year 2—Thesaurus. 

-Develop letter formation in line with the Harvey & Watson 
Scheme of Handwriting. 

Science-Be a scientist 

-Working scientifically 

-Living things and their habitats 

-Animals including humans. Their bodies, 
needs, habitats, life cycles.  

Link with Geography-Exploring a range of animals in 
the UK and in the contrasting localities of Australia 
and Antarctica. 

This will be supported by a class visit to the Deep. 

Record daily temperature in Hull & Alice Springs, 
Australia. (Geography link) 

History-Be a historian Link to Geography & DT– Boats 

-Brief look at Hull as a fishing port-then and now 

-Titanic voyage.   Events/timeline/artefacts. 

-Robert Falcon Scott’s Voyage to the South Pole. 

Modern polar explorer– Hannah McKeand. 

-Use photos, diaries, artefacts to find out                                
information. Sequence. Compare then and now.  

Geography-Be a geographer (Link to Science/

History) 

-Finding out about features of our local area. 

-How to find information from simple UK and world maps. -
Know names of oceans and continents. 

-Comparison between the Wawne/Hull,UK and a non European 
locality– Alice Springs/Great barrier reef Australia.  (Link 
with Science)  -Also look at cold zone-Antarctica (Link with 
History)                                                                             -
This will be supported by a class visit to the Deep for 
’Passport around the world’ geography workshop.  

Computing 

Internet Safety-Using technology  

Safely.  How to research information using a search 
engine.  

Programming-How to create a short sequence of                           

Music-Use Charanga                      
activities-Be a musician 

Djembe drums 

Creating, selecting and combining sounds. 

PSHE– Jigsaw Units 

Dreams & Goals 

Healthy Me 

Financial independence– 50p Friday savings & charity donations 

MFL– La Jolie Ronde– Little Languages 

Numbers 1 to 3       Listening to short stories. 

Chinese New Year      Emotions 

P.E_Be an athlete 

Fit4Fun 

Dance  

Gymnastics 

Golf 

R.E 
-Believing-How do different 
people demonstrate their 
beliefs? 
-Easter celebrations around 
the world 

Art & Design-Be an artist-Printing  

(Link to geography-Australian aboriginal art) 

-Explore a range of printing techniques-
bubble, rubbing, imprints, using natural ma-
terials to print,  make own printers. 

-Explore colour mixing techniques. 

-Find out about aboriginal printing art-
explore techniques, natural tools, colour 
dyeing,  

Create a final group piece of printed art, 
evaluate.  

Design Technology– Be a designer (link to 
History)  

-Create a boat that floats. 

-Follow a design brief to research, design, make 
and evaluate.  

 




